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Abstract

Methods for mechanically synthesizing concurrent programs
from temporal logic speci�cations obviate the need to manu-
ally construct a program and compose a proof of its correct-
ness [EC82, MW84, PR89, PR89b, AM94]. A serious draw-
back of extant synthesis methods, however, is that they pro-
duce concurrent programs for models of computation that
are often unrealistic. In particular, these methods assume
completely fault-free operation, i.e., the programs they pro-
duce are fault-intolerant. In this paper, we show how to me-
chanically synthesize fault-tolerant concurrent programs for
various fault classes. We illustrate our method by synthe-
sizing fault-tolerant solutions to the mutual exclusion and
barrier synchronization problems.

1 Introduction

Methods for synthesizing concurrent programs from tempo-
ral logic speci�cations based on the use of a decision proce-
dure for testing temporal satis�ability have been proposed
by Emerson and Clarke [EC82] and Manna and Wolper
[MW84]. An important advantage of these synthesis meth-
ods is that they obviate the need to manually compose a
program and manually construct a proof of its correctness.
One only has to formulate a precise problem speci�cation;
the synthesis method then mechanically constructs a correct
solution.

A serious drawback of these methods, however, is that
they deal only with functional correctness properties. Non-
functional properties such as fault-tolerance are not ad-
dressed. For example, the method of Manna and Wolper
[MW84] produces CSP programs in which all communica-
tion takes place between a central synchronizer process and
one of its satellite processes. Thus, failure of the central
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synchronizer blocks the entire system.
In this paper, we present a sound and complete method

for the synthesis of fault-tolerant programs. In our method,
the properties of the program in the absence of faults are de-
scribed in the problem speci�cation, and the fault-tolerance
properties of the program are described in terms of the be-
havior of the program when subjected to the occurrence
of faults. This approach suggests a two-stage synthesis
method, where an intolerant program is synthesized in the
�rst stage (based on the method of [EC82]) and then trans-
formed in the second stage so that its behavior in the pres-
ence of faults is as desired. The �rst stage applies the
method of [EC82] to obtain a model for the problem spec-
i�cation (from which an intolerant program could be syn-
thesized). The second stage models the presence of faults
by adding fault-transitions to this model. These fault-
transitions result in new, previously unreachable, states be-
ing added. We synthesize recovery-transitions from these
perturbed states by applying the [EC82] synthesis method
in each such state to generate the recovery transitions from
that state.

Our method has the same order of complexity as the
[EC82] synthesis method, i.e., exponential time in the size
of the problem description. We illustrate our method by
synthesizing fault-tolerant solutions for the mutual exclusion
and barrier synchronization problems. Our method can also
establish impossibility results: this occurs when the required
recovery is not attainable in the presence of the speci�ed
faults.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de�nes the
model of computation, the speci�cation language, and the
fault models and fault-tolerance properties that we consider.
It also provides an overview of the [EC82] synthesis method.
Section 3 formally de�nes the synthesis problem for fault-
tolerant concurrent programs. Section 4 presents our syn-
thesis method, along with correctness results. Section 5
presents two examples: mutual exclusion and barrier syn-
chronization, along with an illustration of an impossibility
result. Section 6 discusses related work. Section 7 discusses
the complexity of our method and compares it to that of
other temporal logic synthesis methods. Section 8 presents
our conclusions and discusses extensions of this work. For
reasons of space, all proofs are omitted, and are provided in
the full paper.



2 Preliminaries

2.1 Model of Parallel Computation

We consider nonterminating concurrent programs of the
form P = P1k � � � kPK which consist of a �nite number of
�xed sequential processes P1; : : : ; PK running in parallel.
With every process Pi, we associate a single, unique index,
namely i. Formally, each process Pi is a directed graph
where each node is labeled by a unique name (si), and each
arc is labeled with an action B ! A consisting of an enabling
condition (i.e., guard) B and corresponding statement A to
be performed (i.e., a guarded command [Dij76]). A global
state is a tuple of the form (s1; : : : ; sK ; x1; : : : ; xm) where
each node si is the current local state of Pi and x1; : : : ; xm
is a list (possibly empty) of shared synchronization variables.
A guard B is a predicate on global states and a statement
A is a parallel assignment which updates the values of the
shared variables. If the guard B is omitted from an action,
it is interpreted as true and we simply write the action as
A. If the statement A is omitted, the shared variables are
unaltered and we write the action as B.

We model parallelism in the usual way by the nondeter-
ministic interleaving of the \atomic" transitions of the indi-
vidual processes Pi. Hence, at each step of the computation,
some process with an enabled action is nondeterministically
selected to be executed next. Assume that the current state
is s = [s1; : : : ; si; : : : ; sK ; x1; : : : ; xm] and that Pi contains
an arc from node si to s

0

i labeled by the action B ! A. If
B is true in the current state then a transition can be made
to the next state s0 = [s1; : : : ; s

0

i; : : : ; sK ; x
0

1; : : : ; x
0

m] where
x0

1; : : : ; x
0

m is the list of updated shared variables resulting
from execution of statement A (we notate this transition

as s
i;A
�! s0). A computation path is any sequence of states

where each successive pair of states is related by the above
next state transition relation.

The synthesis task thus amounts to supplying the ac-
tions to label the arcs of each process so that the resulting
computation trees of the entire program P1k � � � kPK meet a
given temporal logic speci�cation.

2.2 The Speci�cation Language CTL

We have the following syntax for CTL, where p denotes an
atomic proposition, and f; g denote (sub-)formulae. The
atomic propositions are drawn from a set AP that is par-
titioned into sets AP1; : : : ;APK . APi contains the atomic
propositions local to process i.

� Each of p; f^g and :f is a formula (where ^, : indicate
conjunction and negation, respectively).

� EXjf is a formula which means that there is an imme-
diate successor state reachable by executing one step
of process Pj in which formula f holds.

� A[fUg] is a formula which means that for every compu-
tation path, there is some state along the path where g
holds, and f holds at every state along the path until
that state.

� E[fUg] is a formula which means that for some compu-
tation path, there is some state along the path where g
holds, and f holds at every state along the path until
that state.

Formally, we de�ne the semantics of CTL formulae with
respect to a Kripke structure M = (S0; S; R; L) consist-

ing of a countable set S of global states, a set S0 � S of
initial states, a binary transition relation R � S � S, giv-
ing the transitions of every process, and a labeling function

L : S 7! 2AP which labels each state with the set of atomic
propositions true in the state. R is partitioned into relations
R1; : : : ; RK , where Ri gives the transitions of process i. We
require that R be total, i.e., 8x2S; 9y : (x; y) 2 R. A full-
path is an in�nite sequence of states (s0; s1; s2 : : :) such that
8i : (si; si+1) 2 R. We use the usual notation for truth in
a structure: M; s0 j= f means that f is true at state s0 in
structure M . We de�ne j= inductively:
M; s0 j= p i� p 2 V (s0)
M; s0 j= :f i� not(s0 j= f)
M; s0 j= f ^ g i� s0 j= f and s0 j= g
M; s0 j= EXjf i� for some state t,

(s0; t) 2 Rj and t j= f ,
M; s0 j= A[fUg] i� for all fullpaths (s0; s1; : : :) in M ,

9i[ i � 0 and si j= g and
8j(0 � j ^ j < i) sj j= f) ]

M; s0 j= E[fUg] i� for some fullpath (s0; s1; : : :) in M ,
9i[ i � 0 and si j= g and

8j(0 � j ^ j < i) sj j= f) ]
We introduce the abbreviations f_g for :(:f^:g), f )

g for :f_g, f � g for (f ) g)^(g) f), AFf for A[trueUf ],
EFf for E[trueUf ], A[fWg] for :E[:fU:g], E[fWg] for
:A[:fU:g], AGf for A[falseWf ], EGf for E[falseWf ], AXif
for :EXi:f , EXf for EX1f _ � � � _ EXkf , and AXf for
AX1f ^ � � � ^ AXkf .

A formula of the form A[fUg] or E[fUg] is an eventuality
formula. An eventuality corresponds to a liveness property
in that it makes a promise that something does happen. This
promise must be ful�lled. The eventuality A[fUg] (E[fUg])
is ful�lled for s in M provided that for every (respectively,
for some) path starting at s, there exists a �nite pre�x of
the path in M whose last state satis�es g and all of whose
other states satisfy f . Since AFg and EFg are special cases
of A[fUg] and E[fUg], respectively, they are also eventual-
ities. In contrast, A[fWg]; E[fWg] (and their special cases
AGf and EGf) are invariance formulae. An invariance cor-
responds to a safety property since it asserts that whatever
happens to occur (if anything) will meet certain conditions.

We also de�ne j=n , a version of the j= relation that is rel-
ativized to fault-free fullpaths.4 j=n is de�ned with respect to
a Kripke structureM = (S0; S; R;RF ; L), where S0; S; R;L
are as before, and RF � S�S is a set of fault-transitions. A
fault-free fullpath in MF is a fullpath containing no transi-
tions in RF�R. The de�nition of j=n is verbatim identical to
that of j= above, except that every occurrence of \fullpath"
is replaced by \fault-free fullpath."

Since our programs are in general �nite state, the propo-
sitional version of temporal logic can be used to specify their
properties. This is essential, since only propositional tem-
poral logics enjoy the �nite model property, which is the
underlying basis of the synthesis method of [EC82] that this
paper builds upon. We assume, in the sequel, that speci�ca-
tions are expressed in the form init�spec^AG(global�spec),
where init�spec contains only atomic propositions and
boolean operators. init�spec speci�es the initial state, and
global�spec speci�es correctness properties that are required
to hold at all reachable states.

An example CTL speci�cation is that for the two process
mutual exclusion problem (here i 2 f1; 2g):

4The idea of relativized satisfaction comes from [EL85] where it is
used to handle fairness in CTL model checking.



(0) Initial State (both processes are initially in their Non-
critical region): N1 ^N2

(1) It is always the case that any move Pi makes from its
Noncritical region is into its Trying region and such a move
is always possible: AG(Ni ) (AXiTi ^ EXiTi))

(2) It is always the case that any move Pi makes from its
Trying region is into its Critical region: AG(Ti ) AXiCi)

(3) It is always the case that any move Pi makes from its
Critical region is into its Noncritical region and such a move
is always possible: AG(Ci ) (AXiNi ^ EXiNi))

(4) Pi is in at most one of Ni; Ti, or Ci: AG(Ni ) :(Ti_Ci))
^ AG(Ti ) :(Ni _ Ci)) ^ AG(Ci ) :(Ni _ Ti))

(5) Pi does not starve: AG(Ti ) AFCi)

(6) P1; P2 do not access critical resources together:
AG(:(C1 ^ C2))

(7) It is always the case that some process can move:
AGEXtrue

(1{4) are local structure speci�cations; they describe the
structure of each process.

2.3 Model of Faults

The faults that a concurrent program is subject to may be
categorized in a variety of ways: (i) Type, e.g., the faults are
stuck-at, fail-stop, crash, omission, timing, performance, or
Byzantine. (ii) Duration, e.g., the faults are permanent,
intermittent, or transient. (iii) Observability, e.g., the faults
are detectable or not by the program. (iv) Repair, e.g. the
faults are correctable or not by the program.

Towards developing a uniform and general method for
fault-tolerant concurrent program synthesis that accommo-
dates these various categories of faults, we recall a uniform
and general representation of faults (cf. [AG93]). In this
representation, faults are modeled as actions (guarded com-
mands) whose execution perturbs the program state. Con-
sider for example a fault that corrupts the state of a wire.
The wire itself is represented by the following program ac-
tion over two bit variables in and out: out 6= in !
out := in : The fault that corrupts the state of the wire is
represented by the fault action: out 6= in ! out :=? ;
where ? denotes a nondeterministically chosen binary-value.

For this representation to capture all of the categories
mentioned above sometimes requires the use of auxiliary
state. For example, consider the fault by which the wire
is stuck-at-low-voltage. In this case, the correct behavior of
the wire is represented by using an auxiliary boolean variable
broken and the program action: out 6= in ^ :broken !
out := in : If a fault occurs, the incorrect behavior of the
wire is represented by the program action that sets out to 0
provided that the state of the wire is broken: broken !
out := 0 : The stuck-at-low-voltage fault is represented by
the fault action: :broken ! broken := true :

We de�ne the following classes of faults. One class is
fail-stop failures [Sc84, Sc90]: A fault in this class stops a
process from executing any actions, possibly forever. Thus,
fail-stop failures e�ectively corrupt program processes in a
detectable, uncorrectable, and potentially permanent man-
ner. If some processes fail permanently, then the remaining
processes can be thought of as a \subprogram" of the origi-
nal program. Another class is general state failures: A fault
in this class arbitrarily perturbs the state of a process or a
shared variable, without being detected by any process. As
a result, the program may be placed in a state it would not

have reached under normal computation of the processes.
Such state failures are general in the sense that by a sequence
of these faults the program may reach arbitrary global states
[JV96]; thus, general state failures e�ectively corrupt global
state in an undetectable, correctable, and transient manner.

2.4 Fault-Tolerance Properties

A tolerance property that a concurrent program satis�es in
the presence of a class of faults may be categorized as mask-
ing, nonmasking, or fail-safe tolerance [AK98]. Intuitively,
this classi�cation is based upon how the problem speci�ca-
tion is met in the presence of faults.

Let P be a concurrent program that satis�es a problem
speci�cation spec = init�spec ^ AG(global�spec) and let F
be a set of fault actions. It follows that in all states reached
by program execution in the absence of faults the CTL for-
mula global�spec holds. In states reached by program exe-
cution in the presence of faults, however, global�spec need
not hold in general. We de�ne:

P is masking tolerant to F for spec i� AG(global�spec)
holds at all states reached in the presence of faults in
F . That is, subsequent execution of P from these states
satis�es the desired correctness properties of P .

P is nonmasking tolerant to F for spec i�
AFAG(global�spec) holds at all states reached in
the presence of faults in F . That is, subsequent
execution of P from these states eventually reaches a
state from where the desired correctness properties of
P are satis�ed.

P is fail-safe tolerant to F for spec i�
AG(global�safety�spec) holds at all states reached in
the presence of faults in F , where global�safety�spec
consists of all the safety properties in global�spec.
That is, subsequent execution of P from these states
satis�es the desired safety properties|but not nec-
essarily the liveness properties|of P . (We assume
that speci�cations are written in such a way that the
safety component of the speci�cation can be extracted.
This assumption must be made by any method that
guarantees fail-safe tolerance only.)

Just as our representation of faults is general enough to cap-
ture extant fault-classes, our de�nition of tolerance prop-
erties is general enough to capture the fault-tolerance re-
quirements of extant computing systems. (The interested
reader is referred to [AG93] for a detailed discussion of how
these tolerance properties su�ce for fault-tolerance in dis-
tributed systems, networks, circuits, database management,
etc.) To mention but a few examples, systems based on
consensus, agreement, voting, or commitment require mask-
ing tolerance|or at least failsafe tolerance|whereas those
based on reset, checkpointing/recovery, or exception han-
dling typically require nonmasking tolerance.

2.5 Overview of the [EC82] Synthesis Method

The section summarizes the synthesis method of [EC82],
upon which we build. This method constructs a tableau,
which is a �nite directed bipartite AND-OR graph. We use
c; c0; : : : to denote AND-nodes, d; d0; : : : to denote OR-nodes,
and e; e0; : : : to denote nodes of either type. Each node is
labeled with a set of CTL formulae, and no two AND-nodes
(OR-nodes) have the same label. Intuitively, AND-nodes
correspond to states in the �nal extracted model, and we



will establish soundness of the method by showing that, in
the �nal model, every state satis�es all the formulae in its
label. OR-nodes correspond to \prestates." The OR-node
successors of a given AND-node c (denoted Tiles(c)) are
exactly the successors required to satisfy all the nexttime
formulae in the label of c. In other words, if an AND-node c
is labeled with n formulae of the form AXig and m formulae
of the form EXih, then c will have m successors associated
with process i, each labeled with one of the EXi-formulae
and all of the AXi-formulae. AND-nodes with no nexttime
formulae in their label are given a single \dummy" succes-
sor labeled with the same formulae. If only EX-formulae are
missing, then the formulae EX1true ; : : : ;EXK true are added
to the label, and the successors then computed as above.
Each OR-node successor d is then \expanded" into a tree
using the �xpoint characterization of the CTL modalities.
For example, AFg � g _ AXAFg, so AFg \generates" two
successors, one with g in its label and one with AXAFg in
its label. These successors correspond to the two di�erent
ways of satisfying an eventuality. The successor labeled with
g certi�es that the eventuality AFg is ful�lled, while the suc-
cessor labeled with AXAFg propagates AFg. On the other
hand, AGg � g ^ AXAGg, and so AGg generates only one
successor, labeled with both g and AXAGg. The reader is
referred to [Em81, EC82] for full details, where it is shown
that this tree-construction process terminates. The �nal set
of frontier nodes of the tree is taken to be the AND-node
successors of d, and is denoted Blocks(d). These AND-node
successors can be regarded as embodying all of the di�erent
ways in which the (conjunction of the) formulae in the label
of d can be satis�ed.

The [EC82] method starts with a single OR-node labeled
with the program speci�cation, and repeatedly constructs
successors of \frontier" nodes until there is no more change.
It then applies a set of deletion rules, which, roughly speak-
ing, remove all nodes that are propositionally inconsistent,
or do not have enough successors, or are labeled with an
eventuality formula which is not ful�lled. After the deletion
rules are applied, and if the initial state is not deleted, a
model can be extracted from the tableau by a process of
\unraveling." Roughly speaking, for each AND-node c, a
\fragment" FRAG[c] is constructed. FRAG[c] is a directed
acyclic graph whose nodes are AND-nodes, and whose local
structure is taken from the tableau (i.e, c0 ! c00 in FRAG[c]
only if c0 ! d! c00 in the tableau for some OR-node d). In
addition, c is the root of FRAG[c] and all eventualities in
the label of c are ful�lled in FRAG[c]. Finally, the FRAG's
are connected together (essentially, the frontier nodes of a
FRAG are identi�ed with root nodes of other FRAG's) to
form a structure in which all eventualities are ful�lled. This
structure is a model of the program speci�cation. From the
model, a program can be extracted by projecting onto the
individual process indices.5

3 The Synthesis Problem

The problem of synthesis of fault-tolerant concurrent pro-
grams is as follows. Given are:

1. A problem speci�cation, which is a CTL formula of
the form init�spec ^ AG(global�spec). Section 2.2

5For example, Figure 4 shows a Kripke structure and a process
P1 extracted from it. The arc from N1 to T1 labeled with N2 _ C2

is derived by projecting the transitions from [N1N2] to [T1 N2] and
[N1 C2] to [T1 C2] in the Kripke structure onto the process index 1.

gives an example problem speci�cation for mutual ex-
clusion.

2. A fault speci�cation, which consists of (1) a set of
auxiliary atomic propositions, and (2) a set F of fault
actions (guarded commands) over the atomic propo-
sitions (including the auxiliary ones). We assume,
for the time being, that fault actions cannot refer-
ence shared synchronization variables. We show how
to remove this restriction in Appendix B below. For
example, the fault speci�cation of the stuck-at-low-
voltage-fault, as given in Section 2.3, is fbrokeng and
f :broken ! broken := true g: Execution of the
fault actions models the occurrence of faults.

3. A problem-fault coupling speci�cation, which is a
CTL formula AG(coupling�spec). It relates the atomic
propositions in the problem speci�cation with those
in the fault speci�cation. It could, for instance, re-
strict the local states which a process can be in when
an auxiliary proposition is true, or express that an
auxiliary proposition cannot be written by any pro-
cess. For example, a problem-fault coupling speci�-
cation for the wire example of Section 2.3 with the
stuck-at-low-voltage fault is AG(broken ) AGbroken)
^ AG((broken ^ :out) ) AG:out), i.e., once broken,
always broken, and once broken and output is low, then
output stays low forever.

4. A type of tolerance TOL 2 fmasking, fail�safe,
nonmaskingg, which speci�es the desired tolerance
property.

Required is to synthesize a concurrent program that
(1) satis�es init�spec ^ AG(global�spec) in the absence
of faults, and (2) satis�es AG(coupling�spec) in the pres-
ence of faults, and (3) is TOL-tolerant to F for init�spec ^
AG(global�spec).

4 The Synthesis Method

We �rst apply the tableau generation step of the [EC82]
method outlined above to generate the tableau for g =
init�spec ^ AG(global�spec) ^ AG(coupling�spec). We
then repeatedly apply the fault actions to the tableau,
thereby generating perturbed states and fault-transitions.
The perturbed states thus generated will have no successors
in the tableau. For a given perturbed state d, we generate
successors for d by considering d to be an OR-node and ap-
plying the [EC82] tableau-generation step outlined above,
taking d to be the \root." If during this process a state is
generated that has an identical label to an already occurring
state, then the two states are identi�ed. In e�ect, we use
the tableau-generation step to construct, for each perturbed
state, the necessary recovery transitions. This process must
eventually terminate, as the number of possible perturbed
states is �nite. Finally, we apply a set of modi�ed6 deletion
rules. From the resulting tableau, a model can be extracted
by \unraveling," as in the [EC82] method, except that for
every AND-node in a FRAG, we add all the perturbed states
directly reached by executing a single fault-action. Finally,
we extract the fault-tolerant program by projecting onto the
individual process indices.

Figure 1 gives our overall method, and Figure 2 gives the
procedure for expanding perturbed states.

6To take fault-transitions into account.



1. Apply the tableau-based CTL decision procedure
of [EC82] to the CTL formula g = init�spec ^
AG(global�spec) ^ AG(coupling�spec). Let T0 =
(d0; V

0
C ; V

0
D; A

0
CD; A

0
DC ; L

0) be the resulting tableau.
Mark all nodes in V 0

C ; V
0
D as expanded.

2. Repeat until Ti = Ti+1, where Ti =
(d0; V

i
C ; V

i
D; A

i
CD; A

i
DC ; L

i) is the tableau after i
iterations:

(a) V i+1
D := V i

D [ FaultStates(F;TOL; V i
C);

Ai+1CD := AiCD [ FaultTrans(F;TOL; V i
C).

(b) For some unmarked OR-node d 2 V i+1
D � V 0

D, in-
voke EXPAND(d) (Figure 2).

3. Let TN = (d0; V
N
C ; V N

D ; ANCD; A
N
DC ; L

N ) be the �nal
tableau from step 2. Apply the deletion rules in Fig-
ure 3 to TN . If d0 is deleted, then return an impossi-
bility result and halt. Otherwise, let TF be the result
of applying the deletion rules to TN and then removing
all unreachable nodes. Extract a model MF from TF
as follows.

(a) For each AND-node c in TF

i. Construct FRAG[c] as in [EC82], i.e., ignore
all fault-transitions.

ii. FRAGF [c] := FRAG[c] [ FaultTrans(F ,TOL,V ),
where V is the set of AND-nodes in FRAG[c].

(b) Construct MF = (s0; S; R;RF ; L) as in [EC82]
but use FRAGF 's instead of FRAG's.

(c) Introduce shared variables intoMF to distinguish
propositionally identical states (as in [EC82]).

4. Extract the fault-tolerant program from MF by pro-
jecting onto the individual process indices.

Figure 1: The synthesis method.

Finally, we give the following technical de�nitions.

c
f;TOL
�! d i� c(f:guard) = true and L(d) = f:body(L(c)"AP)

[ LabelTOL(spec) for fault action f .

Here f:guard is the guard of fault-action f and f:body is its
body (recall that f is given as a guarded command). L(d)
is the label of d. Occurrence of fault f in AND-node (i.e.,
state) c leads to OR-node d. The propositional component
of L(d) results from applying f:body to the propositions
in L(c), while the temporal component LabelTOL(spec) of
L(d) is de�ned solely by the problem speci�cation and the
desired type of fault-tolerance:

� If TOL = masking, then LabelTOL(spec) =
AG(global�spec) ^ AG(coupling�spec). For masking
tolerance, the global speci�cation must hold in all
perturbed states.

� If TOL = non-masking, then LabelTOL(spec) =
AFAG(global�spec) ^ AG(coupling�spec). For non-
masking tolerance, the global speci�cation must even-
tually hold in all computations starting in perturbed
states (provided that faults stop occurring).

1. Td := fdg. /* Td is the tableau portion containing all
recovery-transitions from d. */

2. Repeat until all frontier nodes of Td are expanded

(a) Select an unexpanded frontier node e.

(b) If 9e0 2 V i+1
D (L(e) = L(e0)) then merge e and e0,

else attach all e0 2 Succ(e) as successors of e and
mark e as expanded. Update V i+1

C , V i+1
D , Ai+1CD,

Ai+1DC appropriately.

Figure 2: Procedure EXPAND(d).

DeleteP Delete any propositionally inconsistent node.

DeleteOR Delete any OR-node all of whose successors are
already deleted.

DeleteAND Delete any AND-node one of whose succes-
sors (including fault-successors) is already deleted.7

DeleteAU Delete any node e such that A[gUh] 2 L(e) and
there does not exist a fault-free full subdag rooted at
e such that h 2 L(c0) for every frontier node c0 and
g 2 L(c00) for every interior AND-node c00.

DeleteEU Delete any node e such that E[gUh] 2 L(e) and
there does not exist an AND-node c0 reachable from
e via a fault-free path � such that h 2 L(c0) and for
all AND-nodes c00 along � up to but not necessarily
including c0, g 2 L(c00).

Figure 3: The deletion rules.

� If TOL = fail-safe, then LabelTOL(spec) =
AG(global�safety�spec) ^ AG(coupling�spec).
For fail-safe tolerance, the safety component of the
global speci�cation must hold in all perturbed states.
Note that recovery to states where global�spec holds
is not required.

FaultStates(F;TOL; V ) = fd j 9f 2 F; 9c 2 V : c
F;TOL
�! dg.

Returns the set of OR-nodes reached by executing a single
fault action in some AND-node of V .

FaultTrans(F;TOL; V ) = f(c; F; d) j 9f 2 F; 9c 2 V :

c
F;TOL
�! dg. Returns the fault-transitions generated by exe-

cuting a single fault action in some AND-node of V .

If e is an OR-node, then de�ne Succ(e) = Blocks(e),
and if e is an AND-node, then de�ne Succ(e) = Tiles(e) [
FaultStates (F;TOL; feg).

De�nition 1 (Full Subdag). A full subdag D rooted at node
e in TN is a directed acyclic subgraph of TN satisfying all of
the following conditions

1. Node e is the unique node from which all other nodes
are reachable,

7This is where our deletion rules di�er from those of [EC82].



2. For every AND-node c in D, if c has any sons in D,
then every non-fault successor of c in TN is a son of c
in D,

3. For every OR-node d, there exists precisely one AND-
node c in TN such that c is a son of d in D.

4.1 Soundness and Completeness of the Method

Let j=n denote the j= relation of CTL when path quanti�-
cation is restricted to fault-free fullpaths. Due to lack of
space, we only present the �nal soundness and completeness
results. MF = (s0; S; R;RF ; L) is the fault-tolerant model
produced by our method.

Soundness means that all formulae in the label of a state
hold in that state. Thus, by virtue of the way that state
labels are computed (Sections 2.5 and 4) the resulting pro-
gram is a solution of the synthesis problem.

Theorem 1 (Soundness).
For all s 2 S, g 2 L(s), MF ; s j=n g.

De�nition 2 (Fault-Subgraph). A fault-subgraph D rooted
at node e is a directed bipartite AND-OR graph satisfying
all of the following conditions

1. All other nodes in D are reachable from e,

2. All nodes in D are propositionally consistent,

3. For every AND-node c in D, all fault-successors of c
are sons of c in D, and all nodes in Tiles(c) are sons
of c in D,

4. For every OR-node d in D, there exists exactly one
AND-node c such that c 2 Blocks(d) and c is a son of
d in D,

5. For every node e0 in D, every eventuality in L(e0) is
ful�lled for e0 in D.

A fault-subgraph rooted at node e is the fault-tolerant ana-
logue of an in�nite tree-like model rooted at e|it certi�es
that e's label L(e) is satis�able despite the occurrence of
faults. Completeness then means that a node e is deleted i�
L(e) is unsatis�able in the presence of faults.

Theorem 2 (Completeness). Let e be a node that is deleted
at some point in our method. Then there does not exist a
fault-subgraph rooted at e.

Fault-closure means that all the faults given in the fault
speci�cation are included in the �nal model.

Theorem 3 (Fault-closure). For all s 2 S, f 2 F such that

s(f:guard) = true, there exists t 2 S such that s
f
! t 2 RF .

5 Examples

Our �rst example is the mutual exclusion problem subject
to fail-stop failures. The mutual exclusion speci�cation is
given in Section 2.2. The fault speci�cation is, for each Pi,
the auxiliary proposition Di (denoting Pi is \down") and
two fault actions: one that truthi�es Di and falsi�es all
other propositions of Pi (denoting the fail-stop of Pi), and
the other that truthi�es exactly one of Ni, Ti, or Ci and
falsi�es all other propositions of Pi (denoting the repair of

Pi).
8 The problem-fault coupling speci�cation is as follows,

where i 2 f1; 2g:

(1) A fail-stopped process is not in any of the states Ni; Ti
or Ci: AG(Di ) :(Ni _ Ti _ Ci))

(2) A fail-stopped process may stay down forever:
AG(Di ) EGDi)

Finally, the type of fault-tolerance we require is masking.
Figure 4 shows a Kripke structure for the above problem

and the process P1 extracted from it (the second process,
P2, is omitted for space reasons and can be obtained from
P1 by interchanging the process indices 1 and 2). The por-
tion of the Kripke structure above the dark horizontal line
is the model for the mutual exclusion speci�cation that is
produced by the CTL decision procedure of [EC82] (and
from which a fault-intolerant program could be extracted).
The entire Kripke structure is the �nal model produced by
our synthesis method. For clarity, only the fault-/recovery-
transitions corresponding to the failure of P1 followed by the
failure of P2, are shown. The transitions corresponding to
the other order of failure can be deduced by symmetry con-
siderations. Normal, fault, and recovery-transitions are in-
dicated by solid, dotted, and dashed lines respectively. Per-
turbed states are indicated by a dotted boundary (in P1, a
similar convention is used). Note the grouping of states into
the sets [N2], [T2], [C2], [D1]. All states in each set have the
indicated fault- and recovery-transitions, which are drawn
to the boundary of the set.

Our second example is the barrier synchronization prob-
lem subject to general state failures. The barrier synchro-
nization speci�cation is given in appendix A. The fault spec-
i�cation adds no propositions, and for every combination of
truth-values for the atomic propositions of a process, there
exists a fault action assigning those values to the propo-
sitions. The problem-fault coupling speci�cation is simply
true (since general state failures are undetectable it is not
useful to add extra propositions, and since they are also
correctable, there is no need to add any restrictions on the
propositions). Finally, the type of fault-tolerance we require
is non-masking.

Figure 5 gives the model generated by our synthesis
method for this problem. (The model for the barrier syn-
chronization speci�cation that is produced by the synthesis
method of [EC82] is obtained by removing the four per-
turbed states and all incident transitions.) For clarity, the
fault-transitions are omitted. Also shown is the process P1
extracted from the model (again P2 is omitted and can be
obtained from P1 by interchanging process indices 1 and 2).
Note that the tolerance of the extracted program is a special
case of non-masking, namely self-stabilizing [AG93].

It is interesting that in the fault-intolerant program for
barrier synchronization (solid lines only), a process can
move if the other process is at the same state or one state
\ahead", whereas in the fault-tolerant program (solid and
dashed lines), a process can move if the other process is
at the same state or one state ahead, or two states ahead.
The fault-intolerant program deadlocks in any of the per-
turbed states, whereas the fault-tolerant program, with the
recovery-transitions added, does not deadlock. But note
however, that these recovery-transitions do not permit the
fault-tolerant program to generate any new states or transi-
tions under normal (fault-free) operation.

8
Ci is truthi�ed only when mutual exclusion would not be violated.



5.1 An Impossibility Result

Consider also the barrier synchronization problem subject
to fail-stop failures and with nonmasking tolerance required.
Suppose P1 goes down in state [s11e12]. If we allow that P1
may stay down forever (AG(D1 ) EGD1) in the coupling
speci�cation), then the resulting perturbed state has a la-
bel that is unsatis�able, and so recovery-transitions from
this state cannot be generated. Indeed from the meaning of
the barrier synchronization problem|the progress of P2 re-
quires the concomitant progress of P1|it is easy to see that
if P1 stays down forever then the original problem speci-
�cation cannot be satis�ed. Hence our synthesis method
provides a mechanical way of obtaining such impossibility
results.

6 Related Work

A fault model may be considered as a particular type of ad-
versarial environment. There has been considerable work on
synthesis of programs that interact with an adversarial en-
vironment (usually called reactive modules). [PR89, PR89b]
synthesize reactive modules that interact with an environ-
ment via an input variable x (that only the environment can
modify) and an output variable y (that only the module can
modify). In response to the environment modifying x, the
module must modify y so that a given linear time temporal
logic formula �(x; y) is satis�ed (and so the execution of the
module can be modeled as a two-player game). The envi-
ronment however, cannot modify the internal state of the
module, and so this framework cannot model faults. The
synthesis method of [AM94] overcomes this limitation; the
environment and module take turns in selecting the next
global state, according to some schedule. However, while
this framework would accommodate a fault model, we ar-
gue as follows that, since it is based on propositional linear
time temporal logic (PLTL), it is expressively inadequate for
modeling faults. PLTL is suitable for expressing the correct-
ness properties of fault-intolerant programs, where we are
mainly interested in the properties that hold along all com-
putation paths, but it cannot express the possible behavior
of a process that has been a�ected by a fault. For instance,
in the example of the mutual exclusion problem with fail-
stop failures given in Section 5, the fault-coupling speci�ca-
tion states that a fail-stopped process may stay down forever
(AG(Di ) EGDi) in CTL). This simply cannot be written in
PLTL. It therefore appears that the existential path quan-
ti�er of branching time temporal logic is essential in speci-
fying the future behavior of failed processes. This objection
to PLTL also applies to [PR89, PR89b], as well as [WD90]
which solves essentially the same problem as [PR89, PR89b]
but in a somewhat more general setting.

Finally, [KV97] presents a synthesis algorithm for reac-
tive modules and CTL/CTL� speci�cations. Similarly to
[PR89, PR89b], reactive modules communicate with the en-
vironment via input and output signals.9 Since the environ-
ment cannot modify the internal state of the module, [KV97]
is not directly applicable to the synthesis problem addressed
in this paper. Nevertheless, since it does deal with branch-
ing time temporal logic, it might be possible to adapt or
generalize the approach to deal with faults.

9There are also \unreadable inputs"|signals that the module can-
not observe. Thus the setting is one of \incomplete information."

7 Complexity of the Method

Since the number of possible nodes in TN is at most expo-
nential in the size of the speci�cation, it is easy to verify that
our method has single exponential time and space complex-
ity in the size of the speci�cation. This compares favorably
to the methods of [PR89, PR89b, WD90], all of which have
double exponential time and space complexity in the size
of the speci�cation. The method of [KV97] also has single
exponential time and space complexity.

8 Conclusions and Further Work

We have presented a method for the synthesis of fault-
tolerant programs from speci�cations expressed in temporal
logic. The method has single-exponential time complexity
in the size of the problem speci�cation plus the size of the
problem-fault coupling speci�cation. We have dealt with
di�erent fault classes (fail-stops, general state failures) and
di�erent types of tolerance (masking, nonmasking, fail-safe).
We have also shown how impossibility results may be me-
chanically generated using our method.

One potential di�culty with our method is the state ex-
plosion problem|the number of states in a structure usu-
ally increases exponentially with the number of processes,
thereby restricting the applicability of synthesis methods
based on state enumeration to small systems. In [AE98], a
method is proposed of overcoming the state explosion prob-
lem by considering the interaction of processes pairwise. The
exponentially large global product of all the processes in the
system is never constructed. Instead, using the CTL syn-
thesis method of [EC82], small Kripke structures depicting
the product of two processes are constructed and used as the
basis for synthesis of programs with arbitrarily many pro-
cesses. Using the synthesis method given here instead of the
[EC82] method, we can construct these \two-process struc-
tures," which will now incorporate fault-tolerant behavior.
We then plan to extend the synthesis method of [AE98] to
take these structures as input and produce fault tolerant
programs of arbitrary size.

We plan to integrate our method with the synthesis
method of [AE96] for synthesizing atomic read/write pro-
grams. A possible approach is to �rst synthesize the fault-
tolerant program, and then use the [AE96] method to re�ne
it to an atomic read/write program. We are also currently
extending our method to deal with byzantine failure.
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A The Barrier Synchronization Speci�cation

Each process consists of a cyclic sequence of two terminating
phases, phase 1 and phase 2. Process i; i = 1; 2, is in exactly
one of 4 local states, s1i, e1i, s2i, e2i, corresponding to the
start of phase 1, the end of phase 1, the start of phase 2,
and the end of phase 2, respectively:

(0) Initial State (both processes are initially at the start of
phase 1): s11 ^ s12
(1) The start of phase 1 is always followed by the end of
phase 1: AG(s1i ) AXie1i)

(2) The end of phase 1 is always followed by the start of
phase 2: AG(e1i ) AXis2i)

(3) The start of phase 2 is always followed by the end of
phase 2: AG(s2i ) AXie2i)

(4) The end of phase 2 is always followed by the start of
phase 1: AG(e2i ) AXis1i)

(5) Pi is always in exactly one of the states s1i, e1i, s2i, e2i:
AG(s1i � :(e1i _ s2i _ e2i)) ^ AG(e1i � :(s1i _ s2i _ e2i))^
AG(s2i � :(s1i_ e1i _ e2i)) ^ AG(e1i � :(s1i_ s2i _ e2i))

(6) The processes are never simultaneously at the start of
di�erent phases: AG:(s11 ^ s22) ^ AG:(s12 ^ s21)

(7) The processes are never simultaneously at the end of dif-
ferent phases: AG:(e11 ^ e22) ^ AG:(e12 ^ e21)

(8) It is always the case that some process can move:
AGEXtrue

B Allowing Faults to Corrupt Shared Synchroniza-
tion Variables

The [EC82] method introduces shared variables to disam-
biguate all propositionally identical states with di�erent la-
bels. If this is not done, the extracted program will exhibit
the same future behavior from all such states, even though
they have di�erent labels, thus allowing pending eventuali-
ties to remain unful�lled.10 We have assumed up to now that
fault actions cannot reference these shared variables. Let x
be one such variable, and let �t be the set of propositionally
identical states that x disambiguates, and let j�tj = n. Then,
without loss of generality, we may assume that the domain
of x is [1 : n].11 We note that, by construction of the [EC82]
method, x is set to a constant upon entry to a state in �t (to
record which state in �t is being entered), and is read only
upon exit from states in �t (to determine which state in �t is in
fact the current global state). Hence, the value of x in states
outside �t has no e�ect whatsoever on any future computa-
tion path.12 Bearing this in mind, suppose the occurence
of some fault action f changes the current global state to
some global state s. There are several cases to consider. If
s 62 �t, then corrupting x has no e�ect, since the value of x
in s doesn't a�ect any future computation. If s 2 �t and x is
corrupted to some value in [1 : n], then the e�ect is that of
changing the �nal state from some s0 2 �t (which would oth-
erwise have been entered) to s. Since s is an already present
state from which recovery is guaranteed, this is also not a
problem. If s 2 �t and x is corrupted to some value outside
[1 : n], then we simply interpret the new value of x as some
\default" value within [1 : n], e.g., as 1.13 Then the e�ect is
as if x had been corrupted to 1, which is dealt with by the
previous case.

Note that the above reasoning also deals with fault ac-
tions that corrupt several shared variables at once. Finally
note that although we allow fault actions to corrupt (i.e.,
overwrite) shared variables, we do not allow fault actions to
read shared variables. This restriction is needed (for tech-
nical reasons) to ensure the completeness of our method. In
particular, this means that our method cannot deal with an
adversary that chooses its strategy based on the value of the
shared variables. Extending our method to deal with such
adversaries is a topic for future work.

10For example, not introducing a shared variable in the mutual ex-

clusion example in Figure 4 gives rise to a cycle [N1 T2]
1

! [T1 T2]
1

!

[C1 T2]
1

! [N1 T2] that causes violation of the absence of starvation
speci�cation AG(T2 ) AFC2).

11We use the notation [m : n] to denote the integers from m up to
n inclusive.

12In fact, the [EC82] method does not even record the value of x
in states outside �t.

13We can do this since the domain of x is known in advance.
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Figure 4: Two-process mutual exclusion structure for the fail-stop failures model (above), and process P1 extracted from the
structure (below).
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structure (below).


